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Book 12 

  



 

K’os led Dr. Sound and Stronghold to Vietnam to investigate the 

person or organization that hired the Bengal to steal PsiFi 

International tech. Once in Vietnam, the three male members of 

ΩFORCE were assaulted by Psionex, a group of altered humans who 

had been hired to kill the heroes. Stronghold accidentally created a fire 

that decimated the Ta Beng Mining Facility, costing the lives of a few 

workers and leaving Dr. Sound comatose. Psionex escaped with the 

exception of Mathemaniac, who is left on the edge of death. Will 

ΩFORCE be able to use this one last thread to determine who has 

insider information on PsiFi International? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

K’OS 

COSMIC BLASTING 

IMMORTAL GENIUS 

 

MOONDRAGON 

MAJOR TELEPATH; 

SHAO-LOM MASTER 

 

STRONGHOLD 

MULTIPOWERED 

WARSKRULL 

 

SPIDER-WOMAN 

MEGA-ENHANCED 

SHIELD AGENT 

 

ENIGMA 

ELUSIVE LATVERIAN 

SUPER SPY 

 

DR. SOUND 

SONIC WIELDING 

STREET BRAWLER 



WEEKS AGO, CHAMPAGNE SANDS 

 

CHATTINGS MARKS INVITED the strange cavalcade of heroes into his plush PsiFi 

International office. Present: K’os, Asa Hawke, Bruce Banner, Black Panther, 

Thor and Captain Marvel. Everyone’s powers were inert except for K’os and 

Thor. PsiFi tech only affected humans. K’os and Thor were not human and, 

therefore, were not affected by the nullification. 

 

The group watched the monitors that observed the jungle island’s activities. The 

unconscious and injured forms of Moondragon, Spider-Woman and Stronghold 

were being picked up by Chatting’s sexy secretaries. Chatting remarked, “They 

will be safely brought to my medical facilities. Enigma is there also. She took 

quite the whomping, didn’t she? I am sure the High Evolutionary’s genetic 

tinkering shall not have any permanent effects on your comrades-in-arms, though 

the Latverian might sport a cute facial scar.” 

 

K’os motioned to Asa and Black Panther. “A word, gentleman.” The three 

leftovers from the old universe stepped out of Chatting’s office into the wide 

alabaster hallway. K’os said, “Asa. T’challa. Can you secure our 

communications?” Asa created a secure sound bubble while T’challa fiddled with 

some vibranium-based tech on his belt. They both nodded. “So, my friends, we 

survived multiversal collapse.” K’os said. “Now what?” 

 

T’challa placed his hands behind his back as he looked over a piece of graffiti art 

that covered the wall commissioned from Jean-Michel Basquiat. “Our existence 

has been redefined. This new world has many unknowns. We must map the 

organizational structure of this planet. We dare not assume that the status quo of 

our former world is the same here.” 

 

“Maybe we should come back to Wakanda with you,” Asa suggested. 

 

“No. The Wakanda here is different. I must navigate it before adding any 

variables. I suggest you do the same. San Francisco. Madripoor. America. Who 

are the major players? What are the political and social rules? My research 

indicates that PsiFi International is and shall be a major player on the superhero 

front. You have a rare opportunity to be close to Chatting Marks.” T’challa 

looked at Asa. “But do not assume he is the man, the friend, you once knew. 

Anyone with the power to depower superhumans will be much sought after. He 

might, perhaps, even need protection.” 

 

K’os thought for a moment. “You are assuming he does not already have this 

protection in place.” 

 

“Well said,” Black Panther answered looking away from the art and into the eyes 

of K’os.  

 



“Where is Doom?” Asa asked. 

 

T’challa said, “That is a good question. And you seem to have the hottest lead 

into Latveria. However, tread carefully. Knowing Victor as I do, I doubt he lacked 

a backup plan in case his godship was deposed.” 

 

“Do you think Enigma is part of his plan?” Asa asked. 

 

“I have a feeling that is a mystery we will need to solve, Mr. Hawke,” K’os said. 

“After all, history recalls that ΩFORCE has been more of an ally than enemy of 

Latveria.” 

 

MORNING, NEW YORK CITY 

 

CHATTING LED HIS three super powered female bodyguards into the armored 

Escalade. Leticia was a little loopy, having had a bit too much to drink at the club. 

Jessica and Heather both boasted superhuman stamina. Their physiologies quickly 

dispelled any negative effects from the night of alcohol consumption.  

 

Jessica’s cell phone rang. She assumed it was Lindsey McCabe, her partner at the 

San Francisco-based private investigation agency. She had been ignoring her 

calls. As of late, Drew was too wrapped up in everything Psi-Fi, SHIELD and 

Hydra. It wasn’t fair to Lindsey. She would have to make it up to her. Jessica 

looked at the phone’s screen. It wasn’t Lindsey. It was a secure SHIELD line that 

was assigned to K’os. “It’s about time,” Jessica said out loud. “K’os, how did it 

go? Did you find out what we needed to know?” 

 

SOMEWHERE OVER THE SOUTH CHINA SEA 

 

THE SLEEK MEDIVAC VTOL bounced on the stormy, nighttime turbulence. K’os 

piloted through the thunderstorm. He carefully watched the radar screen despite 

the temporary lightning flashes that obscured the monitor. They had barely made 

it out of Vietnamese airspace after the Ta Beng debacle. And things were bad. 

Very bad. He looked back into the gut of the craft as he responded to Jessica. 

“Our trip to Vietnam has netted a less-than-stellar outcome. We were ambushed 

by a group of enhanced called Psionex. Most managed to escape,” he explained as 

he pictured how Asylum used his darkforce powers to teleport the villains from 

the inferno. “We have one of theirs called Mathemaniac. However, he and Dr. 

Sound are in critical condition.” 

 

The thunder boomed as Cy’vyll steadied himself amidst the extreme turbulence. 

He was in the compact onboard trauma lab. Dr. Sound lay to his left, 

Mathemaniac to his right. They both had medical equipment attached to them 

monitoring their vitals. The Skrull had barely stabilized the men who suffered 

from traumatic blunt trauma and burns. And it was all his fault.  

 



K’os kept talking. “Given his current state of mind, I do not trust Stronghold to 

successfully extract the intel we need from Mathemaniac’s head. In addition, the 

villain suffered major damage to his cranial region. Moondragon, can you 

perform sensitive telepathic extraction from this distance?” 

 

NEW YORK 

 

EVERYONE IN THE back of the armored Escalade looked at Moondragon when they 

heard K’os’ question come over the speakerphone. “Of course,” the telepath 

responded. “Stronghold could provide a psychic anchor to enhance my abilities.” 

 

Jessica showed Moondragon the screen of her phone. K’os had transmitted a 

photo of Mathemaniac. Jessica ran it through SHIELD’s database on paranormals. 

Within seconds there was a match. Thomas Sorenson. Super-intellectual MIT 

graduate who enrolled in an experimental procedure to gain psionic abilities. The 

company that gave him his heightened abilities was Genentech, a British-based 

researcher that feel under Roxxon’s R&D division. “Well, that was easy. Seems 

Thomas and his friends have been popping up all over the globe to protect 

Roxxon’s interests. Guess we know who’s behind the Bengal’s attempted theft of 

the tepe-ring. Now we just need to confirm this by digging up some 

compromising intel from his brain.” 

 

The Escalade pulled down the street as Chatting cursed. “This is abominable! I 

need proof that can be used to sway the Windy Turtle Board to oust Roxxon from 

their seat.” 

 

“Let me see what I can dig up,” Moondragon said as she closed her eyes and used 

Stronghold as a link to the unconscious psionic. “Jessica, make sure to record 

anything I might say as I take this telepathic journey. We may be able to use it 

later.” 

 

Enigma ignored the telepathic transaction as she peered out of the truck’s 

window. How did this all add up, she wondered. So many major organizations 

were at play. Even now, they were on their way to the United Nation’s to meet 

with General Cartwright of the Commission of Superhuman Affairs to discuss the 

role of metahumans in international politics. Her team was tasked with providing 

Chatting with personal protection. But she wasn’t convinced that an attack on 

Chatting would be so overt.  

 

LONDON, ENGLAND 

 

MOONDRAGON WALKED DOWN the black, polished corridor of Genentech’s R&D 

station. She saw a touchpad that glowed blue at the end of the long corridor. The 

sound of her footsteps echoed. She finally reached the pad. It had a math problem 

on it.  

 



“To open the door, you’re going to have to solve the problem.” 

 

Moondragon jumped when she heard the voice from behind her. She never even 

heard him approach. She looked into the eyes of Thomas Sorenson.  

 

He tapped his temples. “Just because my physical body is about to die doesn’t 

mean I’ve lost one bit of my formidable mind.” He moved close enough to 

Moondragon’s cheek that she could feel his hot breath on her skin. He spoke like 

a madman. “You dared enter my mind. Your mistake. Now, I will do with you 

whatever I want. Solve the math problem. Or become my next fantasy.” He licked 

his lips and stared at her with voracious eyes.  

 

While Sorenson moved to lick her cheek, Moondragon secretly tapped on the 

keypad behind her. The math problem was simple. After all, she was a top-

notched physicist. The keypad bleeped in acceptance of her answer. The door 

behind her opened, much to Sorenson’s surprise. On the inside of the door were 

thousands of open door cubicles, each representing a compartmentalized memory 

of the man. Some of the cubicles were shrouded in darkness. Moondragon noticed 

a pattern.  

 

“What? How?” Sorenson was shocked. 

 

“I am Moondragon, the planet’s foremost telepath. Get used to it,” she said as she 

began perusing the cubicles. She couldn’t see into the dark cubicles. Erased 

memories, perhaps? They were deleted in a very organized way, almost 

chronologically like they happened at regular intervals. It could be chemical or 

surgical mind alteration. Or it could have been done by another telepath. But that 

telepath would have to be unbelievably powerful to conduct such detailed and 

targeted memory manipulation.  

 

Sorenson chased behind her like a teenage boy trying to keep his mother from 

looking beneath the mattress. “Wait! Wait! You can’t do this! You shouldn’t…” 

 

“Oh, please, Tommy. We are telepaths. This is what we do.” She shoved him out 

of the way as she spotted a cubicle tagged Roxxon. “Ah. Here we are.” She 

entered the cube. A man was sitting at the desk. Even she was surprised. “General 

Cartright!?!” 

 

Sorenson’s head hung low. “Cartwright is behind the order to collect any PsiFi 

tech that is being used by persons and organizations viewed as contradictory to 

U.N. mandates. But there is a leak in Cartwright’s organization. A person on 

Roxxon’s payroll. So, before the Commission of Superhuman Affairs can get 

through all the legal rigmarole to conduct international operations, Roxxon’s less-

than-ethical agents can move in. And we don’t much like the fact that there is a 

new team of super-agents, probably your friends, who are entering the market.” 

 



“I plan to find this leak in Cartwright’s organization and plug it. No one has the 

right to PsiFi technology without the express and contractual permission of 

Chatting Marks!” 

 

“You work for him?” Sorenson asked, almost excited. 

 

Moondragon was loathe to admit such a thing. “Our goals are aligned...for now.” 

 

“Oh, boy. You are going to regret it if you don’t wipe my mind or kill me. 

Knowing about you is information Roxxon would love to have. And if they can’t 

recruit you, they’ll kill you.” Sorenson thought for a moment. “You would 

probably become the highest paid agent on their payroll.” 

 

Moondragon ignored the idea. “Who is the mole? Do you know?” 

 

Sorenson looked at the blacked-out cubicles. “I think you would know already if 

that information was in my head. Maybe I knew at one time.” He scratched his 

head. “Guess it’s up to your team to find the mole.” 

 

NEW YORK 

 

MOONDRAGON RELAYED THE information to her team.  

 

Chatting said, “Good thing we are on our way to the U.N.’s Superhuman Summit. 

We can ask Cartwright directly. I wonder if he suspects a mole.” 

 

Enigma said, “Moondragon, there may be an equally powerful telepath involved 

in all of this. Dr. Sound said that Emma Frost was one of the most potent psionics 

in the old universe. Is there any way to know if she is involved in all of this or 

not? What if she is manipulating U.N. member votes to make things tougher on 

the superhuman community?” 

 

Chatting asked, “If Emma truly is a mutant, why would she make things harder 

for her own kind?” 

 

Spider-Woman explained. “Some people view superhumans as weapons. They 

think we should be regulated and serve the behest of governments and big 

business. I am not sure I completely disagree. But, since this Incursion event, a 

bunch of new heroes have surfaced on the planet. The powers-that-be are 

scrambling to collect as many of them as possible.” She looked at Chatting. “You 

were lucky enough to land six very powerful allies. Others are looking to score 

too.” 

 

Chatting said, “Hence today’s vote to only allow superhumans to operate within 

the borders of countries in which they are formally registered. Otherwise, they 

will be deemed vigilantes. It is forcing superhumans to reveal themselves or be 



branded fugitives, terrorists or, if captured, prisoners of war. Thus, I must reprise 

Enigma’s question. What if Emma, or some other force, is manipulating the vote? 

Moondragon, we may need you to use your powers to sway the vote. Make the 

policy fail. Give us more time to sort out the players.” 

 

“Mass manipulation of government officials?” Spider-Woman balked. “Are you 

kidding me?” 

 

Enigma stated, “The members are voting in forty-five minutes. We do not have 

that much time to make a decision.” 

 

“No rush decisions. We talk to Cartwright first,” Spider-Woman said as the 

Escalade pulled up to U.N. Plaza. 

 

OVER THE SOUTH CHINA SEA 

 

THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH MACHINE connected to Asa Hawke starting to bleep 

and bloop with warning signals. Stronghold had been so focused on the telepathic 

interaction between Moondragon and Mathemaniac that he did not monitor his 

ally as closely as he should have.  

 

K’os kept his eyes forward as he piloted through the storm and asked, “Is 

everything alright back there?” 

 

“I got it,” Stronghold said. But he wasn’t so sure. He may have medical know-

how but he lacked the real world experience of a seasoned professional. And 

when it counted most. As far as the Skrull could tell, Asa was suffering from a 

basilar skrull fracture, thermal burns on 35% of his body, and a broken wrist. His 

body was fighting back with a high fever and Cy’vyll had underestimated the 

amount of fluid to provide. He made the adjustment and stepped back. The best he 

could hope to do was stabilize the condition of the two men before providing any 

further treatment. That would take time.  

 

Cy’vyll worried even more about what would happen if Asa did not make a full 

recovery. Guilt plagued the Skrull. He started the conflagration in the factory that 

cost human lives, critically injured his teammate, and almost cost them the 

mission. Maybe working with Asa, a man he knew wanted him dead, made him 

too nervous to be effective. Maybe he felt like he had something to prove, that not 

all Skrulls are evil.  

 

Cy’vyll sat on a chair next to his patients and closed his eyes. He just wished this 

was all over. 

 

 

 

 



U.N. PLAZA 

 

ENIGMA EXITED THE vehicle first and open the door to the Escalade. Moondragon 

exited, followed by Chatting, and lastly by Spider-Woman. The crowd of 

photographers and protesters looked on as the Austrian financier was flanked by 

the three costumed women. “Yes,” Chatting smiled for the cameras. “This is how 

I roll.” 

 

It was hard to hear much in the area. On one side, anti-superhuman protesters 

crowded around chanting and holding up signs that read “Register the Freaks!” 

and “Keep Earth for Normal People!” On the other side, signs read “Equal Rights 

for All Beings!” and “Super Powers Equals Super Security!” Cars and security 

details from hundreds of different countries flooded the street as politicians and 

business persons were rushed inside the building. 

 

Enigma surveyed the area. She saw Latverian Prime Minister Lucia Von Bardas 

making her way up the steps with a full Latverian security detail. The Prime 

Minister was the current ruler of Latveria in Doom’s absence. Most of the world 

was unaware of this. Public knowledge of Doom’s absence could create a 

perceived weakness in the Latverian throne and that could not be allowed. 

Enigma was happy to be out of Latveria for the time being. She never much got 

along with the Prime Minister. Von Bardas didn’t appreciate Enigma’s mixed 

heritage. She probably resented even more that, technically, Enigma was in line 

for the Latverian throne and could one day be her lord and master. For now, Von 

Bardas was here on politics. She was supposed to vote NO on the superhuman 

registration policy. Of course, Enigma couldn’t be sure that some telepath hadn’t 

swayed Von Bardas from Latveria’s previous position on the issue. 

 

Von Bardas stopped and turned. Her gaze fixed directly on Enigma. Enigma 

offered a polite nod of acknowledgement. Von Bardas returned the nod then 

continued up the steps. 

 

“What a crowd!” Chatting remarked. “Let’s get inside and find Cartwright, shall 

we?” 

 

Chatting and his bodyguards ascended the steps. He explained, “The U.N. 

building is replete with my technology. Once inside, your super powers will be 

rendered inert. However, as with all of my tech, a simple verbal command from 

me will shut down the power dampeners. If you at any time think you need access 

to your powers, let me know. But a warning: if I shut the tech down for you, it 

also enables other super powered people to access their abilities. That could put 

hundreds of top level officials at risk. So, I pray you have enough confidence in 

your non-meta abilities to make it through any crisis.” 

 

They arrived at the doors. Metal detectors, large walk-through x-ray scanners, and 

U.N. guards outfitted in armor and scanning equipment sought to find any 

https://marvelplotpoints.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/luciavillaindatafile.jpg


nefarious devices or weapons. Political figures and business people passed on the 

right. All security personnel had to pass on the left. Their security clearance was 

checked. They were allowed one standard issue weapon no larger than a hand 

held pistol.  

 

General Cartwright and his detail completed the screening process when he 

spotted Chatting and the costumed women. “No way! That man and those...freaks 

should not be allowed in here.” Cartwright pointed a firm finger as everyone 

looked in Chatting’s direction.  

 

Chatting laughed it off as he raised his arms to allow a security screener to scan 

him. “Now, now. Is that the way to treat a fellow board member, old chum?” 

 

“I am not your chum. And your costumed clowns are not welcome. Not here. Not 

today!” 

 

Security seemed to be swayed by Cartwright’s outburst. But Chatting has a 

persuasive retort. “According to my contract with the U.N. me or my 

representatives have the right to conduct impromptu inspections to ensure proper 

use and functioning of my equipment. Seeing how potentially impactful today’s 

vote is, I could see no better time for an inspection. As for the women, they pass 

Madripoor clearance and, acting in their role as my bodyguards and 

representatives, have full rights accorded to any employee of my company.” 

 

Spider-Woman, Enigma and Moondragon watched the computers bleep in the 

affirmative as their Madripoorian passports passed clearance. Enigma scanned her 

handheld weapon and ammunition. It passed.  

 

Chatting grinned as he patted his suit down and allowed the women to surround 

him. “Cartwright, I thought you would be elated to verify that my tech is in good 

working order. Wouldn’t it be a tragedy if some stray telepath got into the 

building and manipulated events to their end? What say we talk about my 

concerns privately before the voting begins? I would be happy to have you 

accompany me on my inspections.” 

 

Cartwright grumbled. “Fine.” He huffed and headed toward a lift that would take 

him and Chatting’s crew to a private conference room. He said to one of his 

guards, “Have Agent Voorhees, Gyrich, and Assistant Director Hill meet us in the 

Blue Room.”  

 

Enigma wanted to do some nosing around. “You folks go ahead. I’m going to do 

a quick walk around to ensure security is up to par. I’ll catch up.” 

 

Chatting, Moondragon and Spider-Woman exited via the elevator. Enigma 

activated her earpiece and tuned into the Latverian security channel. “Latverians, 



this is Enigma. Security clearance Doomstadt-8989-FG127. I need you to do a 

Delta level sweep of all levels.” 

 

The voice of Von Bardas blared onto the secure channel. “Enigma, what do you 

think you’re doing?” 

 

“Commandeering your security forces as is my right as lead agent in a crisis 

situation. Check your protocols.” 

 

“Crisis? What crisis?” the Prime Minister demanded.  

 

Enigma watched the movement in the room as she ascended a flight of stairs and 

arrived on the third floor. “I’ll explain later. Have a feeling that we have enemy 

agents in play.” Enigma looked down the hall. Broadcast office. No guards 

outside. That was strange. “I’m going silent,” Enigma told her Latverian allies. 

Then she activated her powers. She was off-the-grid. No electronic device would 

be able to detect her presence.  

 

She moved down the hall just as a male staffer exited the broadcast office. He was 

pushing a cart full of brick-sized cardboard boxes. Enigma offered a polite smile 

as she moved toward the man. Then she pretended to bump into the cart. 

BOOMP! Some of the cardboard boxes spilled off of the cart. “Oh! I’m so sorry,” 

she lied and proceeded to pick up the boxes and restock the cart.  

 

The man was too entranced by Enigma’s natural beauty to be really mad. He 

feigned annoyance. Enigma apologized again as she completed stacking the 

boxes. The staffer continued on his way. He failed to notice one box missing. It 

was in Enigma’s palm. He rounded the corner. She examined the box. It bore a 

serial number, bar code, and a preprinted label. “PPA 377 System - Williams 

Sound.” Enigma snapped a photo with her high-tech visor, deactivated her 

invisibility to machines, and transmitted the picture to the Latverian forces. She 

ordered, “Give me the specs on this tech. Just came out of the broadcast booth. 

I’m going off the grid but I’ll be tuned in.” 

 

“Yes, ma’am,” a nameless agent answered. 

 

Enigma stood outside the broadcast booth and waited. 

 

THE BLUE ROOM 

 

GENERAL CARTWRIGHT, AGENT Gyrich and Agent Voorhees, all employees of the 

Commision on Superhuman Affairs were sitting in the room when Chatting, 

Spider-Woman and Moondragon arrived. 

 

Spider-Woman and Voorhees looked at each other for a quick second. But no one 

caught that they recognized each other. Spider-Woman knew Voorhees to be a 



Hydra agent. She remembered the pale-skinned man from the training academy in 

Madripoor. He was a skilled fighter and belonged to a strange inner group that 

called themselves the Serpent Society, assassins who are proficient in the use of 

blades, poisons, garrotes and creative means of strangulation. She kept herself 

from reacting. As did he. No need to blow their covers. They could always 

discuss it later if the opportunity afforded itself. Though, as often was the case, it 

wouldn’t. They would each move along in their deep cover missions secretly 

doing what they could to further Hydra’s interests. For now, they acted as 

strangers. 

 

Assistant Director of SHIELD Marie Hill entered the room flanked by two armed 

agents. “I hope someone has a good reason for pulling me from the COM station. 

There are too many things that could go wrong today to have me pinned up in this 

room.” 

 

Chatting gently kissed Hill’s hand. “I hate to be contrary, but being cooped up 

with you has been my lifelong ambition.” 

 

Moondragon smirked and whispered to Spider-Woman. “He acts like you were 

never even married.” 

 

Hill removed her hand from Chatting’s grasp. “Is there something wrong with 

your tech, Marks? Why are you here?” 

 

The red-headed man named Gyrich, a known critic of super-heroes, interrupted. 

“He is trumping up reasons to be here. His nullifying tech is in place and 

operational. I ask that he be removed from the premises immediately. He is a 

threat to these proceedings. I know full well that SHIELD has good reason to 

believe Chatting Marks has been compromised by the recent incidents on 

Champagne Sands.” 

 

Agent Voorhees, the slick-skinned Commision agent added, “He may even be in 

cahoots with Hydra, according to the Commission’s intel.” 

 

Spider-Woman couldn’t believe Voorhees had the guts to toss Hydra into the ring, 

the little snake.  

 

Chatting said, “Silence. Both of you. Stop making things up to try and sound 

smart. If you suspect me of something underhanded, provide proof. Until then, 

consummate your marriage. It's obvious you are in bed together.” Before both 

men could react to the offense, Chatting continued. “I, on the other hand, bring 

proof of your organization’s scurrilous activities.” 

 

“Oh, really?” Cartwright scoffed. 

 

Hill was listening.  



 

Chatting looked at Moondragon giving her the signal to disclose their findings.  

 

The currently depowered telepath stepped forward. “We discovered a leak in the 

Commission’s network during a recent, legal mission to recover Psi-Fi 

International tech, specifically anti-psionic equipment. It is a well known fact that 

the Commission would like to see more regulation on who Mr. Marks sells his 

technology to. The Commission has been looking to acquire more Psi-Fi tech, 

most likely to find a way to reverse engineer the equipment, an illegal action 

according to our company’s lengthy and detailed contract. General, one of your 

staffers has been providing case details to Roxxon regarding vulnerable targets 

wherein Psi-Fi tech can be stolen. Roxxon has been using that intel to send 

superhuman agents on missions to steal the tech before your plodding 

bureaucracy can take action. We believe that the registration act being proposed 

today is an attempt to grant the Commission more sanction in securing Psi-Fi tech 

and tying the hands of our agency, ΩFORCE, from enacting our contractual rights 

to govern Mr. Marks’ intellectual property. In addition, we have captured a 

telepath who can attest to this tangled web of deception. Which brings us to the 

now. We believe a conspiracy has taken place, possibly orchestrated by the 

Commission, to sway today’s vote in their favor. I believe a full psionic scan of 

delegates is required to ensure no such tampering has occurred.” 

 

Cartwright was outraged. “That would take days!” 

 

“Exactly,” Moondragon said. “But rushing forward with a tampered vote could 

have even more dire consequences. I suggest SHIELD take the lead in this 

investigation. Right, Spider-Woman?” 

 

“Sounds spot on to me,” Spider-Woman agreed. “And as SHIELD’s official 

liaison to Chatting Marks I will be taking the lead on this investigation.” She 

looked at Assistant Director Hill who nodded in approval. Then she turned her 

attention to the Commission's staff members making sure to give a quick glare to 

her fellow Hydra agent. “I am sure the Commission wouldn’t be opposed to this. I 

promise to expedite this matter so that we can get on with the vote as soon as 

possible.” 

 

“This is outrageous! Do you know how many millions of dollars will be wasted 

with this investigation, not to mention the time of high-ranking politicians and 

diplomats?” Cartwright slammed his fist BAM! on the conference table.  

 

Voorhees spoke up. He trusted Spider-Woman to find an angle that would benefit 

Hydra. “General, let’s be sensible. What is a small delay to ensure that no one is 

being manipulated?” He gave Spider-Woman a curious glare. He hoped his 

instincts were right. “I will be happy to work directly with Spider-Woman on this 

investigation to ensure that no one’s time is wasted.” 

 



Gyrich leaned over and whispered something to Cartwright. The General winced 

then said, “Fine. You get 24 hours. If you haven’t concluded your investigation by 

then, I will personally whip these politicians into such a frenzy that you people 

won’t be able to take a bus down the block without requiring a dozen security 

checks.” 

 

“Isn’t that what your end goal is anyways?” Chatting teased while crossing his 

arms and sporting a victorious grin. 

 

THE BROADCAST OFFICE 

 

ENIGMA HEARD THE report come into her earpiece. “Agent Enigma, the devices 

you inquired about are translation headsets given to most of the delegates. They 

are used during speeches on the main assembly floor. This entire shipment came 

in this morning for use during the Superhuman Summit. Seems like a standard 

order from Williams Sound, an audio company based in Brooklyn.” 

 

The Latverian super-spy didn’t respond. It seemed normal enough. Too normal. 

There was no time to head over to the company in Brooklyn. Maybe if she could 

get her hands on one of the headsets she could examine it to determine if there 

was any funny business.  

 

Enigma tried the door to the broadcast office. It was locked. She tapped her 

earpiece. She wanted her Latverian team to get more intel on Williams Sound; 

determine if there was a nefarious connection. She wanted Moondragon and 

Spider-Woman to pursue some leads. But her COM didn’t work. TSSSSSSS. 

Static.  

 

Just then, the door to the broadcast room swung open. A U.N. staffer, the 

Caucasian geek type, was shocked to see Enigma standing there. He held a 

headset in his hands. Other headsets were piled behind him on a desk. Computer 

monitors in the background were filled with static imagery. “Oh! Um. Can I help 

you?” He looked down the hall to see if anyone else was there. He pushed up his 

black-rimmed glasses and raised an eyebrow as he eyed Enigma. “Who are you?” 

 

“Latverian security,” Enigma quickly responded flashing a security pass. Her 

intense spy training made her very resourceful and creative. “Our recon mandate 

allows us to verify all technology hubs in the building. That includes the 

broadcast office. If you wouldn’t mind.” Enigma shoved past the geek and barged 

into the office. She headed straight for the headsets. “What are those?” 

 

“Headsets for the interpreters. But we lost the signal all of a sudden. I was about 

to check it out,” he said as he put a pair of the headsets on. “Crazy static.” He 

handed a set to Enigma. “Here. Try.” 

 



She held the headset but delayed putting it on. “These are not working either. The 

problem could be hazardous. I’ll come with you.” 

 

“Thanks. Much appreciated. My name’s Luke by the way. What's yours?” he 

asked as he headed toward the stairwell still wearing the headsets.  

 

She noticed he kept the headsets on. She held the matching set in her hand. No 

need to put it on. Her own tech would do. “Enigma. Where are we going?” 

 

“The basement. Main power room. Sometimes power surges can put our 

equipment on the fritz. Happens to the delegates cell phones more often than 

you’d think,” Luke stated as he trotted down the steps. “So, Enigma. You some 

sort of superhero?” 

 

The Latverian checked her weapons as she replied, “Superhero? Far from it. 

Should I ask you if you are a superhero now?” She adjusted her earpiece. The 

static was still present. “After all, you are so courageously fixing this equipment 

problem, aren’t you?” 

 

They entered the basement, took a left, and sped down a long corridor lined with 

electrical conduit and gas and water pipes. Enigma could hear Luke’s voice in her 

headset as he spoke. “Me? A hero? Naw. I’m just under the complete control of 

the world’s most insidious and powerful super spy,” he said as they rounded the 

corner into a shadowed corner of the building's basement.  

 

Enigma wasn’t quite sure that she 

heard Luke correctly. But she 

knew an inquiry would have to 

wait once she saw the costumed 

man standing there awaiting her 

arrival.  

 

“Hello, Enigma. I am Crossfire. 

And you are mine!” 
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